
ON THE SCREEN

JAPANESE SHORTS

AJVA-NO-DE/l0 (PU1Jpet Doll of Awa),
prodllced by the film department of the ToTcyo
Nichi N·ichi.

RECORD OF A KINDERGARTNER, pro
duced by the Gcijutsu-Eigasha.

Both these cultural shorts have been recom
mended by the Ministry of Education. The first
depicts the life of an old master dollmaker
who carves the dolls for the traditional puppet
show, one of the oldest occupations in Japan,
carried on in a corner of Shikoku. In contrast,
the second picture describes one of the most
modern aspects of Japan, the life at a day
nursery in an industrial district of Tokyo.

Puppet shows were popular on Awaji Island
during the Tokugawa period (seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries). Thcy originated as a
rural pastime and were gradually transplanted
to Osaka, where the art prospered in a theater
called Bunraku-za more than a hundred years
ago. During the second half of the last
century and the first years of this, the art of
the Bunrnku-za was appreciated by the intel.
lectual class and became known all over Japan.
Owing, however, to the theater being destroyed
by fiL'e during the early twenties. as weH as
to the trends of thought of that period, the
art of the puppet show has gradually declined.

Recent years, which have brought about the
re-emergence of many traditional Japanese
customs, have also seen the renewed popularity
of puppet shows. Although there are quite a
number of puppet showmen and traditional
musicians, there is at present only one remain
ing dollmaker skilled in this art. He is over
eighty years old and lives in Shikoku. He has
devoted the greater part of his life to his art.
The film shows his humble workshop, and his
terse comments are an interesting indication
of the character of a master in a traditional
Japanese craft. The film is produced with
subtlety and great artistic feeling.

This caDnot be said of Record of a Kinder
gU1'tnel', which is a little diffuse and not so
effectively photographed, However, it has
caught some vivid scenes of the activities of
the three young teachers and the children,
whose delightful naturalness often makes us
smile. As women's labor plays an important
part in the expansion of production at which
Japan is making such great efforts at present,
this film does its share in showing- the people
how important is the work of the duy
nurseries, which take entire charge of the
children while their mothers are at work,-T.

HOLLYWOOD

OUT OF THE FOG, a Warner Bro~.

Picture. Directed by Anatole Litvak. In the
leading parts: Ida Lupino, John Garfield,
Thomas Mitchell, John Qualen, Eddie Albert.

This is an unusual picture in several re
spects. Although the story contaiml some of
the customary Hollywood ingredients - the
racketeer, the beautiful gil-I, the honest young
man, etc. - it centers around two simple old
men, a tailor (Thomas Mitchell) and a Scan
dinavian cook (.John QnaJen). They live and
work on the dismal Brooklyn waterfront at
Sheepshead Bay and own together a little
motorboat in which they escape four nights a
week from the drabness of their lives to the
quiet ecstasy of fishing. A petty racketeer,
excellently portrayed by John Garfield in his
brittle hardness, begins to extort money from
them. Moreover, he fatally attracts the tailor's
daughter (Ida Lupino), who sees in him excite
ment and a way out of her surroundings.
Finally, when the situation becomes unbearable
for the two old men and after a fruitless
appeal to the law, they decide to kill the
racketeer. At the last moment they are saved
from doing this by, shall we say, an act
of God.

In contrast to customary Hollywood pro
ductions, the picture takes us into a world of
poverty and squalor, where five dollars nre
an awful lot of money and where a girl is
thrilled by a man who has been in "New
York," although a five-cent subway ride would
take her to Times Square or Fifth Avenue.
There is nothing slick about the picture, and
it appeals to the spectator in the straight
forward manner of the best French films.

Beside good directing and the splendid
acting of even the most minor parts, James
Wong Howe, the American-Chinese photog
rapher, is largely responsible for the outstand
ing quality of Out of the Fog. Every scene
of the picture takes place at night, and the
photography has done wonders with fog,
water, streetlights, and dilapidated house
fronts. And as for interiors: we can almost
smell the stuffiness of the badly lit tailorshop.
There are none of the trick shots and man
nerisms that other famous photographers like
to indulge in.

Incidentally, it seems to us a rather de
pressing moral that the only defense little
people apparently have against a racketeer in
America is to take the law into their own
hands.-V.
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